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heavy fermions
A b s tra c t -  We have studied the metal-insulator transition in the antiferromagnetic (AF) two- 
plane Hubbard model in infinite dimensions as a function of the perpendicular hopping t± between 
the two planes. In the weak-coupling regime the system undergoes a transition from a metallic 
to a band insulating state. For strong coupling, a transition from an AF insulating state to a 
singlet state occurs at t± /t  ~  \/2, which is consistent with a competition between intra- and 
inter-plane Heisenberg exchange. We calculate the spin-correlation functions of the model and 
show that the picture of a transition to a singlet insulating state remains valid for intermediate 
coupling, independent of the presence of long-range AF order. The quasiparticle peak continuously 
disappears due to the suppression of the local spin fluctuations by formation of the coherent singlet 
state. The transition is accompanied by the opening of a spin gap in the dynamical susceptibility.
C opyright ©  EPLA , 2009
M etal-insulator transitions (M ITs) are widely observed in 
condensed-m atter systems. M eta l-to -band-in su la to r tra n ­
sitions take place in weakly or uncorrelated system s and 
can successfully be described by an independent electron 
theory, such as density functional theory. An inherently 
different scenario emerges when electron-electron in terac­
tions become im portant: in such a situation  the system 
can undergo a M ott M IT [1] due to  strong electronic 
correlations. This has been observed in m any d elec­
tron  system s such as transition-m etal oxides. The M ott 
M IT has been investigated on the  two-dimensional (2D) 
Kagome lattice [2] w ithin the cluster dynam ical mean-field 
theory  (CD M FT). It was found to  exhibit some unconven­
tional properties which were a ttr ib u ted  to  the  presence of 
geometric frustrations.
A different type of frustra ted  la ttice  is the  3D pyrochlore 
la ttice  which is a network of corner-sharing te trahed ra  
and is realized as a m agnetic cation sublattice in several 
com pounds such as Sm3Se4, Y M n2 [3], and LiV2O4 [4]. 
W hile pyrochlore lattices are often discussed in the  context 
of geometric frustrations which determ ine some of their 
essential features (see, e.g., refs. [3,4] and references 
therein), they  have been found to  exhibit a different 
kind of M IT: examples are the  m etal-to -sing let-insu lato r 
transitions found in the  ru thenium  oxide Hg2R u2O7 [5]
(a)E-mail: h a rtm u t.h a ferm an n ap h y sn e t.u n i-h am b u rg .d e
and in the transition  m etal spinel M gTi2 O4 [6]. Singlet 
insulator ground sta tes are also found in quasi 1D systems 
such as T iO Cl [7] and CuG eO 3 [8] due to  dim erization via 
a spin-Peierls mechanism. They are further characterized 
by the presence of a spin-gap. The form ation of dynam ical 
singlets on pairs of vanadium  atom s has been proposed as 
the  m echanism  for the M IT in VO2 [9].
It is known th a t in the  Fermi liquid s ta te  close to 
the  M ott transition , the spectral function exhibits a 
characteristic three-peak structure: Two broad incoherent 
peaks, the H ubbard bands, are present a t high energies. 
They coexist w ith the coherent quasi-particle peak a t the 
Fermi level [10]. The la tte r is considered as the  Abrikosov- 
Suhl, or Kondo resonance [11] which is a consequence 
of local quantum  spin fluctuations. I t is known th a t in 
order to  have the Kondo effect, the  spins need to  be 
quantum , i.e. it cannot be obtained either in the  limit 
of zero or infinite (classical) spins; for the la tte r case the 
double-peak s tructu re  w ithout the  Kondo resonance was 
dem onstrated  near the M IT point [12]. In fact, w ithin a 
p a th  integral approach the Kondo effect was explained as 
a consequence of quantum  tunneling between degenerate 
wells of a double-well poten tia l [13], which explicitly 
stresses the  quantum  natu re  of the phenomenon.
It is expected th a t dim erization, i.e. the  singlet forma­
tion  between neighboring sites leads to  a quenching of the 
Kondo effect, since it inhibits the local singlet form ation
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Fig. 1: (Color online) The two-plane Hubbard model on the 
Bethe lattice visualized for coordination number z =  3. It can 
be viewed as a lattice of dimers, or equivalently as two planes 
with opposing sites coupled by a perpendicular hopping t±.
between the local m om ent and the  conduction electron 
spins. Since the Kondo effect provides quasiparticle weight 
w ithin the M ott pseudogap, tuning the dim erization is a 
possible m echanism  for driving the M IT.
S tarting  from earlier works on the stacked H ubbard 
model, which addressed the com petition between the 
RK K Y  interaction  and Kondo physics [14], more recently 
the M ott-to -b an d -in su la to r transition  was studied  in the  
2D bilayer H ubbard  model [15]. F urther studies focused on 
the ground-state phase diagram  [16], the  role of frustration 
and dim ensionality [17] and the m agnetic and transpo rt 
properties for the  doped case [18].
In th is letter, we study  the M IT in the D  =  x  
two-plane H ubbard  model a t half filling. Theoretically 
th is model is particularly  appealing, since it can be 
solved exactly w ithin the D M FT. The associated local 
Anderson im purity  problem  is solved using a numerically 
exact continuous-tim e quantum  M onte Carlo algorithm. 
Hence the finite tem pera tu re  results presented here 
are essentially exact. We will focus on the M IT in the 
absence of frustration , driven by tuning the  coupling 
between dim er sites. This m echanism  is ra th e r different 
from the  interaction-driven M IT. W hile increasing the 
perpendicular hopping in the  weak-coupling regime leads 
to  a band  insulating sta te  by separation  of the  bonding 
and antibonding bands, the  transition  in the correlated 
regime is characterized by the  form ation of singlets 
between neighboring sites, resulting in the  suppression of 
the spectral weight a t the Fermi level.
An illustration of the model is shown in fig. 1. Sites 
w ithin a plane are connected by the hopping t  and each 
site is coupled to  the opposing site on the o ther plane by a 
perpendicular hopping t± . The model is described by the 
H am iltonian
H  =  —t ^  '  (a itTrija +  6i(Jbja) — ' (a itTbia +  a>ia )
(ij),a ia
+ U ^ 2  (n aifnaii +  n bit n bLl), (1)
ia
where the  operators a^(a) create (annihilate) an electron 
on plane a and correspondingly for plane b. I t is convenient 
to  introduce spinors ca =  (aa,ba )T and ca =  (a .^, ba). The
U/t
Fig. 2: (Color online) Phase diagram of the two-plane Hubbard 
model on the Bethe lattice at temperature T /t  =  0.1. The 
mean-field value of t± for the AF to singlet insulating transition 
is marked by a dashed line.
D M FT self-consistency condition for the  m atrix  Green 
function is now readily shown to  be [14]
G-1(?W n)= (  — ^  — t2 G -a  (2) 
which relates the  Weiss field w ith spin projection a  to  the 
Green function w ith opposite spin in order to  account for 
the  com m ensurate antiferrom agnetic (AF) order w ithin a 
plane. In order to  obtain  an AF solution, we have applied a 
small spin-dependent sym m etry breaking field on the first 
D M FT iteration .
We employ the weak-coupling continuous-tim e quantum  
M onte Carlo (CTQ M C) algorithm  to  solve the im purity 
problem. In brief, the  basic idea is to  divide the  action 
S  =  So +  W  into a non-interacting Gaussian p a rt So and 
an in teraction  p a rt W  and to  expand in the  interaction. In 
simplified no tation  (for a general form ulation we refer the 
reader to  ref. [19]), the  Green function can be expressed 
as a formal pertu rb a tio n  series
z
G(t  — t ') =  - Z  (T cr(r)c(t ') exp(—W ))o =
d r i  f  drk 9 (r ,r ';  r i  , . . . r k ) ^ fc (ri . . . r k), (3)
where (.. ,)0 denotes the  average over the  unpertu rbed  
system . The quan tity  g is the contribution  to  G reen’s func­
tion  for a given configuration which can be expressed as 
the  ra tio  of fermionic determ inants and fik is a prob­
ability d istribution . The M onte Carlo (MC) procedure 
consists in im portance sam pling of configurations spec­
ified by a p e rtu rba tion  order k and, for a given order, 
a set of tim es r 1 . . . r k. In each MC step, the contribu­
tions to  the  Green function are obtained as g (r, r ')  =  
G o(r — r ') — E i j =1 G o(r — t^ G t^ G o(rj — r ') , where the 
elem ents of the  m atrix  G y contain the non-interacting 
Green functions G o evaluated a t the  tim es according to
37006-p2
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Characteristic local density of states in 
the different phases of the two-plane Hubbard model. Upper 
panel: U /t =  4.0 and t± /t  =  0.5,1.41 and 2.0 (from left to 
right). Lower panel: U /t =  2.0, t± /t  =  0.5,1.2 and 2.0.
Fig. 4: (Color online) Magnetization (S f} on opposite sites of 
the two Bethe lattices for U /t =  4 and temperature T /t  =  0.1. 
The dashed lines show the correspondig result for T /t  =  0.04.
the particu lar configuration. Note th a t while the  Green 
functions G ( t  — r ') =  (g(r, r ;)) (here and in the following 
( . . . )  denotes the MC-average) only depend on the tim e 
difference, the  quantities g (r, r ') generally do not.
We now tu rn  to  the results of our MC calculations. 
The finite-tem perature phase diagram  of the  double Bethe 
H ubbard model is depicted in fig. 2. We find essentially 
four different phases: For small perpendicular hopping, the 
system  exhibits antiferrom agnetism , which is also present 
in the  decoupled lattices. In the weak-coupling regime, 
the system  is m etallic and m agnetic order is suppressed 
for small values of t ± . For larger values of the  interaction 
U the  local m om ents order antiferrom agnetically, giving 
rise to  an AF m etal phase. Further increase of U drives 
the system  into the AF insulating phase. For U =  0 and 
larger perpendicular hopping, a transition  to  a band 
insulating phase is expected to  occur a t t±  =  W /2  a t zero 
tem perature, where the bonding and antibonding bands 
(bandw idth W  =  4t) split. From the m axim um  entropy 
density of sta tes a t the Fermi level we find a som ewhat 
larger value for small values of U, due to  tem pera tu re  
sm earing of the bands. For larger values of U , we have 
determ ined the  boundary  to  the  insulating sta te  by the 
condition th a t the to ta l spin of the dim er is zero w ithin 
the MC error. This yields essentially the  same results as 
the condition of vanishing density of sta tes a t the  Fermi 
level. The boundary  to  the insulating sta te  tu rn s  to  smaller 
values of t±  as the in teraction increases. In our model the 
phase boundaries finally merge a t U / t «  4 at the  mean- 
field value t±_/t«  \/2 , separating the  AF insulating from 
a singlet insulator phase. We note th a t the phase diagram  
is qualitatively sim ilar to  those given in refs. [16,18].
In fig. 3 we show some characteristic local density 
of sta tes (DOS) obtained using the m axim um -entropy 
m ethod for two different values of the  on-site repulsion 
U and different inter-plane hoppings. For an on-site 
repulsion of U /t =  4.0 and small t± , the  system  is clearly 
an AF insulator. The spin splitting is pronounced and
the  DOS displays a four peak structure. The outer peaks 
can be identified as the  lower and upper H ubbard  bands, 
while the  inner peaks are characteristic to  the A F state. 
A t t^  / t «  \/2  these peaks have alm ost disappeared and 
the  m agnetization is close to  zero. For larger t±  the  DOS 
shows no spin polarization, while the system  rem ains 
insulating. For smaller U, the situation  is drastically 
different. For U /t =  2.0 the system  is a t the  transition  
to  the M ott insulating sta te  for vanishing t± . For small 
perpendicular hopping it becomes m etallic and exhibits 
a pseudogap structure. Moreover, it displays the charac­
teristics of an AF m etal. For larger t±  we find the Kondo 
resonance a t the Fermi level, which is spin-split due to  
antiferrom agnetism . A t enhanced perpendicular hopping 
the  spin-splitting disappears as the  system  crosses the 
transition  line to  the param agnetic state. A gap develops 
again upon further increase of t±  and finally fully opens 
a t the  m etal-to -sing let-insu lato r transition  line.
Let us now investigate the transition  from the AF to 
singlet insulator in the correlated regime in more detail. 
We note th a t the  MC error was negligible, i.e. considerably 
sm aller th an  the symbol size, except where shown. In 
fig. 4 we present the m agnetization on b o th  sites of the 
dim ers as a function of the inter-plane hopping t±  for 
U /t  =  4.0. For small t±  we have the AF solution w ith a 
different sign of the m agnetization on opposite sides on 
the  planes. I t can further be seen th a t in the  lim it of 
zero coupling between dim er sites, the m agnetization is 
sm aller th an  1/2. The local m om ent is reduced due to  
in tra-plane hopping and therm al fluctuations, which leads 
to  doubly occupied sites. The m agnetization decreases as 
the  perpendicular hopping is increased and finally reaches 
zero at the value t ^ / t «  \/2 . We find the same behavior 
for lower tem peratures, where the m axim al m agnetization 
is som ewhat larger, consistent w ith a larger local m om ent 
due to  an alleviated effect of therm al fluctuations. The 
value of t ^ / t  =  \[2  can be understood in a mean-field 
picture: For sufficiently large U , neighboring sites w ithin a
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Fig. 5: (Color online) Spin-correlations (S2} on opposite sites of 
the two Bethe lattices (dashed line) and total spin (S2} (solid 
line) for the dimer for U /t =  4 and temperature T /t  =  0.1. The 
inset compares the correlations (Sf S f } (upper dashed line) and 
- ( S f  S f} for i =  j  (solid line). The transition point is marked 
by the vertical dashed line.
plane are coupled by an effective AF Heisenberg exchange 
J|| ~  t | / U . Noting th a t for the  infinite lattice the  num ber 
of bonds connecting the dim ers is twice the num ber of 
bonds on a dimer, the  condition for the  exchange ~  
t2  /U  between sites on a dim er to  overcome the  exchange 
due to  hopping w ithin the  planes is J ^  =  2 J , so th a t
t ± / t  =  V2.
Hence the form ation of a singlet between neighboring 
sites on a dim er is expected as the  source of the  transition  
to  the  non-m agnetic state. In order to  prove th is consider­
ation, we have explicitly calculated the spin-correlations 
w ithin our M onte Carlo procedure. To this end, we 
decompose the averages of spin operators into sums of 
four-point correlation functions. For example, for the  
to ta l spin we have (S2) =  ((S i +  S2 )2) =  X y  (Si ■ Sj ), 
where the  sum  is over the  cluster sites. The prod­
uct of spin operators can be further decomposed 
using Si ■ Sj =  S zS z +  1 /2 (S + S -  +  S- S+). Now the 
rem aining operators can be expressed in term s of 
c-operators as S z =  (n^ — n^)/2 , S + (-) =  c j ^ c ^ ) .  Since 
the c-operators depend on im aginary tim e, e.g. the 
“instantaneous” correlator (S z S z) formally has to  be 
in terpreted  as the lim it limT^ 0+ (S z ( r ) S z (0)). Once 
expressed in term s of c-operators, the spin-correlators 
can be calculated w ithin the CTQM C by exploiting the 
fact th a t the average in eq. (3) is over the noninteracting 
system. Hence the Wick theorem  is applicable and the 
four-point correlators can be expressed in term s of an 
MC average over products of contributions to  G reen’s 
function: ( 4 (r)ca  (r)c^, (0)c^/(0)) =  (g^ (r, r)g^/ (0, 0)) — 
Saa ' (ga (t, 0)ga (0 ,t) ) ,  and sim ilar for o ther averages.
The result of these calculations for the  to ta l spin is 
shown in fig. 5. The to ta l spin (S2) of a single site 
is som ewhat smaller th an  =  S (S  + 1 )  =  3 /4, bu t varies 
only slightly as a function of the perpendicular hopping.
ffl/t
Fig. 6: (Color online) Dynamical susceptibility xioc(w) for 
different values of the perpendicular hopping at U /t =  4.0. A 
spin-gap develops for t± /t  > \/2.
For the  to ta l spin of a dimer, however, the situation  is 
different. I t continuously decreases as the  coupling t^  
between dim er sites is increased. Our results are consistent 
w ith a to ta l spin of zero a t t ^ / t «  \/2 , thus proving our 
consideration th a t a singlet is formed between neighboring 
spins on opposite sites of the  planes. This picture is 
further underlined by com paring the quantities (S z S z) 
and —(S z S z) for i =  j  on a dim er as shown in the inset 
of fig. 5. The square of the z-projection of the spin 
decreases due to  enhanced double occupancy (note th a t 
for the H ubbard  model (n^n^) =  1/2 — 2 (S zS z) holds). 
Furtherm ore, we find th a t the correlation (S z S z) for i =  j  
has negative sign, in accordance w ith the tendency to  
A F coupling between the spins. For weak coupling the 
on-site and inter-site correlations differ. This is expected, 
since spin flips destroy the correlation between sites. For 
larger values of the  coupling however, the m agnitude 
of the  intersite correlation approaches the on-site value, 
showing the form ation of a coherent state. In contrast to  
the  MC error for all o ther m easured quantities, the error 
of the  to ta l spin of the  dim er is considerable, reflecting 
the  fact th a t th is quantity  is strongly fluctuating in the 
sim ulation.
By tuning the perpendicular hopping between the two 
planes, we thus have a way of continuously varying the 
degree of entanglem ent and to  form a coherent singlet 
s ta te  between the local m om ents on the  dim er sites. This 
feature is inherent to  the model due to  the  absence of 
spatial correlations w ithin the planes. This is also reflected 
in the fact th a t the  transition  occurs a t the  mean-field 
value V2-
To further underline our findings, we plot the  dynam ical 
susceptibility Xioc(w) in fig. 6 for different values of the 
perpendicular hopping for U /t =  4.0. I t is obtained by 
analytical continuation [20] of the Fourier com ponents 
of the  corresponding im aginary tim e correlation function 
x ( r )  =  (S z( r ) S z(0)). For small values of t^ ,  we find a 
pronounced peak a t zero energy. This can be a ttrib u ted  
to  the G oldstone m ode present in the sym m etry-broken
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(ordered) sta te . Therefore the peak dim inishes as the 
border to  the disordered s ta te  is approached by increasing 
the perpendicular hopping. A t the same tim e a new feature 
s ta rts  to  develop a t higher energies a t around w /t ~  1. 
This energy scale is the same as the  effective (in-plane) 
exchange J  =  4 t2/ U . This is consistent w ith the fact th a t 
for U /t =  5 this feature occurs a t w /t ~  0.8. I t can be 
a ttrib u ted  to  a spin-flip transition . The opening of the 
spin-gap occurs a t t ± / i  ~  \/2 , i.e. a t the same point at 
which the spin of the  dim er vanishes.
Our results bear some resemblance to  a bilayer square- 
la ttice  Heisenberg model, although the two models are 
quite different. Two modes exist in the  spectrum  corre­
sponding to  the in-phase and out-of-phase excitations of 
the two layers [21]. In order to  com pare th is w ith our 
results, one should bear in m ind th a t on the B ethe lattice 
there are only two k-points: The T-point (k =  0) and 
the M -po in t (k =  (n, . . . , n ) ). For the bilayer Heisenberg 
model the energies of the  in-phase excitation a t the 
r-p o in t and the out-of-phase excitation a t the M -point 
(and vice versa) are equal in the ordered sta te  and sim ilar 
in the disordered phase. Hence the  two modes cannot 
be distinguished in our case. However, the excitation is 
gapless in the  ordered phase in agreem ent w ith fig. 6. 
The out-of(in)-phase excitation a t the  r (M )-p o in t has 
the  highest energy in the  spectrum . Presum ingly the 
intensity  is too  low so th a t th is mode is not detected. 
In the disordered phase the in-phase excitation a t r  is 
gapped, in accordance w ith our results.
This sim ilarity is a consequence of the  fact th a t at 
large values of U , the model approxim ately m aps to  a 
Heisenberg model (note, however, th a t for the  bilayer 
square la ttice  model, the  mean-field value of the critical 
exchange is J ± /J | |  = 4  as opposed to  2 for the Bethe 
lattice) and the physics is dom inated by the spin degrees of 
freedom. In th is regime, the transition  is an order-disorder 
transition  between the two insulating phases.
We now investigate the more interesting case of the 
m etal-insulator transition  which takes place for interm e­
d iate U as t±  is varied. In order to  study  the interplay 
between the spin and charge degrees of freedom, we 
consider an on-site repulsion of U /t = 1 .5 . The spin- 
correlations are shown in fig. 7. The local m om ent is 
considerably smaller th an  in fig. 5. Notably, the  transition  
to  the singlet s ta te  is not observed at t±_ / t  =  \/2 , since 
the Heisenberg picture is no longer valid for this value of 
U. Nevertheless a transition  to  a singlet s ta te  still takes 
place as the  to ta l spin goes to  zero a t t ^ / t  >  2.1.
For th is value of U the  m agnetization vanishes already 
for small t±  and the  transition  takes place in the  para­
m agnetic phase, as shown in the  inset of fig. 7. We 
note however, th a t qualitatively the  same behavior is 
observed for the A F -m etal-to -sing let-insu lator transition  
which takes place in a narrow  region of the phase diagram  
(cf. fig. 2).
In fig. 7, we also show the  density of sta tes a t some 
characteristic points close to  the point where a singlet is
t± / t
Fig. 7: (Color online) On-site spin correlation (Sf) (dashed 
line) and total spin (Sf ) of a dimer (solid line), together with 
corresponding density of states (small insets) for U /t =  1.5. In 
addition, we show the magnetization (Sz) as a function of t± /t  
in the inset (bottom left).
formed. The DOS is not spin-polarized as we are deep in 
the  param agnetic regime. For small t^ ,  we find the usual 
three-peak structure. This s truc tu re  is visible over a broad 
range of t±  values. By further increasing t^ ,  the  coherent 
peak at the  Fermi level disappears and a pseudogap s ta rts  
to  develop. This signals the quenching of the Kondo effect 
due to  the singlet form ation between dim er sites, which 
inhibits the  form ation of the local Kondo singlet between 
the  local m om ent and the conduction electron spins. We 
find th a t the  pseudogap develops continuously as the 
perpendicular hopping increases. M ost notably, the  gap 
is fully opened for t ^ / t  >  2.1, i.e. where the to ta l spin 
reaches zero w ithin the  MC error. The spectral weight 
provided by the  local spin fluctuations which lead to  the 
Kondo effect is suppressed as the singlet on the  dim er is 
formed. S ta ted  another way, the  singlet form ation leads 
to  electron localization. The pseudogap form ation is also 
observed in the  AF m etal regime, i.e. for larger values 
of U, where m agnetism  survives up to  the point where 
the  singlet is formed. The insulating phase can thus be 
understood  as a singlet insulator for all values of U . The 
dow nturn of the transition  line separating the metallic 
insulating sta te  was a ttrib u ted  to  the broadening of the 
bands through the correlations in ref. [16]. Here it can 
also be understood from the fact th a t for increasing U 
the  local m om ents are less screened and the exchange 
becomes more effective in forming the singlet.
In fig. 8 we show the dynam ical susceptibility for 
U /t  =  1.5 and various values of t^ .  The interplay between 
spin and charge degrees of freedom leads to  a more 
com plicated behavior com pared to  the case of large U. 
Here the G oldstone mode a t zero energy is absent since 
the  system  is in the  disordered (param agnetic) phase 
for the  values of t±  used in this figure. The spectrum  is 
gapped for t ^ / t  >  2.1. The w idth of the  gap is of the order 
of the in-plane exchange and the  separation between the
37006-p5
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Fig. 8: (Color online) Dynamical susceptibility xioc(w) for 
different values of the perpendicular hopping at U /t =  1.5. Here 
the spin gap opens for t± /t  >  2.1.
two peaks is consistent w ith the  on-site repulsion U . The 
spin gap opens a t the  same point as the charge gap in 
our simulations.
To conclude, we have presented num erically exact 
results for the two-plane H ubbard  model on the  Bethe 
la ttice  in infinite dimensions. We have m apped out the  
finite tem pera tu re  phase diagram  and found a m etal-to- 
insulator transition  as the perpendicular hopping between 
the two planes is increased. By explicit calculation of the  
to ta l spin of the dimers, we have shown th a t a singlet 
is formed between the localized moments. Hence the 
insulating s ta te  in the correlated regime can be charac­
terized as a singlet-insulator phase. This is underlined 
by the form ation of a spin gap in the local dynam ical 
susceptibility. The spectral weight a t the Fermi level was 
found to  continuously decrease as local spin fluctuations 
responsible for the Kondo effect are gradually suppressed 
by the singlet formation.
It is further interesting to  study  the  m etal-insulator 
transition  on the two-dimensional bilayer H ubbard model. 
We have recently developed a m ethod th a t allows to  trea t 
spatial correlations beyond D M FT [22]. W ith in  a cluster 
form ulation [23], the local singlet form ation can be trea ted  
explicitly, while long- and short-range correlations are 
trea ted  perturbatively  on the same footing. This allows to 
system atically study  how spatial correlations w ithin the 
planes modify the present results.
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